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You belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father's desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, 
not holding to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the 
father of lies. (John 8:44) 
 
The present chasm between the generations has been brought about almost entirely by a change in the concept of 
truth – Francis Schaeffer, The God Who is There, page 5 
 

“Who will save us from Western Civilization?” George Lukacs – Hungarian Marxist 
Philosopher (1885 – 1971) In 1918, he became deputy commissar for culture in the Bela – Kun 
Bolshevik regime in Hungary – He instituted “cultural terrorism” by introducing sex education 
into Hungarian schools. From this came the Frankfurt school in Germany. The original name was 
to be the Institute of Marxism, but cultural Marxists believed it better to conceal motives and 
named the school the “Institute for Social Research” and soon after, the Frankfurt school – 
Lukacs claimed that the Western culture and the Christian religion had so blinded the working 
class to its true, Marxist class interests, that a Communist revolution was impossible in the West 

until both [the West and Christianity] could be destroyed. 
 
It is our defining moment – we will be dealing with its [COVID-19 repercussions] fallout for years to come, and many 
things will change forever. Covid – 19 is bringing economic disruption of monumental proportions, creating a 
dangerous and volatile period on multiple fronts – politically, socially, and geopolitically – raising deep concerns 
about the environment and also extending the reach of technology in our lives. No industry or business will be spared 
from the impact of these changes… On an individual basis, for many, life as they’ve always known it is unraveling at 
an alarming speed.  But deep existential crises also favor introspection and can harbor the potential for 
transformation. The fault lines of our world – most notably social divides, lack of fairness, absence of cooperation, and 
failure of global governance and leadership – now lie exposed as never before, and people feel the time for 
reinvention has come. A new world will emerge, the contours of which are for us to both imagine and draw. – Klaus 
Schwab, COVID- 19: The Great Reset  
 
Early Marxist Theory2 The ideology of “political correctness” or “multiculturalism” Cultural Marxism translated from 
economic into cultural terms in our country with the agenda being the deconstruction and elimination of the Western 
culture and the Christian Religion through the practice of the following: 

• Exploit the Working Classes  
• Destroy Christianity and Western Culture 
• Infiltrate Cultural Influencers 
• Sex Education  

The Frankfurt School (1929 in Germany) 
• Use Stealth 
• Cultural Revolution  
• Abandon the Working Class 
• Use Psychological Conditioning 

 
1 Lind, William – Cultural Marxism p.1 
2 Cultural Marxism – Who Stole our Culture? William Lind 
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• Normalize Counterculture 
• Criticize all Traditional Institutions (CRT) 
• Victimhood and Oppression 
• Swap sins for virtues  
• Condition via Mass Media 
• Exploit Blacks, Women, and Homosexuals 
• Redefine Tolerance 
• Student rebellion 

 
Max Horkheimer –  in 1930 made 3 significant advances in Marxism resulting in “neo-
Marxism” or “cultural Marxism” – Cultural Revolution, Abandon the working class, and 
use of Psychological conditioning. This is the idea of taking norms and presenting 
them to us as oppressive while introducing a new “norm” that is actually abnormal – 
 EXAMPLE: The only “normal-seeming” white male on television is a homosexual.3 The 
only way any heterosexual male (of any color) can connect with his family is that he 
must be influenced or taught by homosexual men who are “by nature” much more 
compassionate, intelligent, empathetic, communicative, and certainly much better 
dressers. 
What is all of this building toward?  
 
1. Low Biblical Gender, Biblical Marriage, and Biblical Family –  
 
a. Transgender - denoting or relating to a person whose sense of personal 
identity and gender does not correspond with their birth sex. 

The new norm of alternative cultural lifestyles is quickly displacing the normalcy of the nuclear family. However, for 
cultural Marxism to take root, Christians and all people for that matter must not only reject a Creator God who made 
all things and then made man in His image, but also the illogical and irrational belief that mankind does not have 
“limits” in what he can and cannot be – despite what he feels. 

• The created is limited by the Creator regarding “kind”, “image” and “likeness” 

And God said, “Let the waters swarm with swarms of living creatures, and let birds fly above the earth across the expanse of 
the heavens.” So God created the great sea creatures and every living creature that moves, with which the waters swarm, 
according to their kinds, and every winged bird according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. And God blessed them, 
saying, “Be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters in the seas, and let birds multiply on the earth.” And there was evening, 
and there was morning, the fifth day. And God said, “Let the earth bring forth living creatures according to their kinds—
livestock and creeping things and beasts of the earth according to their kinds.” And it was so. And God made the beasts of 
the earth according to their kinds and the livestock according to their kinds, and everything that creeps on the ground 
according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. (Genesis 1:20 – 25, ESV) 
In short, God sets reproductive parameters and creates to allow for self-propagation (natural – process), and within 
each group of animals there are limits to what they are therefore limits to how they can reproduce. They are sorted or 
portioned out – by “kind”.  
Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness. (Genesis 1:26) 
tselem (image) denotes the shadow outline of a figure, and damuth (likeness) the correspondence or resemblance of 
that shadow to the figure. 
The idea of Shadow: The object creates the shadow, the shadow is the image of the already existent shadow – the 
shadow does not exist apart from the object casting it and certainly the shadow cannot dictate changing itself to the 
form of another, for to do so would only logically occur if then the shadow has the capability to first change the object 
– because the shadow comes from the object. 

 
3 Lind, William – Cultural Marxism: Who Stole Our Culture? P. 1 



Man is like God: in the spirituality of his being, as an intelligent and free agent; in the moral integrity and holiness of his 
nature; and in his dominion over the creatures 

Then the LORD God formed the man of dust from the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man 
became a living creature. (Genesis 2:7) 
The LORD God took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to work it and keep it.  (Genesis 2:15, ESV) 
So the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and while he slept took one of his ribs and closed up its place with 
flesh. 22 And the rib that the LORD God had taken from the man he made[h] into a woman and brought her to the 
man. 23 Then the man said, (Genesis 2:21-22) 
And Jesus said to them, “Because of your hardness of heart he wrote you this commandment. 6 But from the beginning of 
creation, ‘God made them male and female.’ 7 ‘Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his 
wife, 8 and the two shall become one flesh.’ So they are no longer two but one flesh. 9 What therefore God has joined 
together, let not man separate.” (Mark 10:5-9) 
Plurality of Oneness:4 

b. Queer Theory – an approach to literary and cultural study that rejects traditional categories of 
gender and sexuality5 - the goal of CRT 

See to it that no one takes you captive by philosophy and empty deceit, according to human tradition, according to 
the elemental spirits of the world, and not according to Christ. (Colossians 2:8) 
Queer Theory has become an important theoretical approach that focuses on the centrality of sexuality in modern 
conceptions of the self6 Embracing a term originally used as a derogatory label for sexual deviance, queer refuses 
dominant categories of discourse and challenges assimilationist and liberal-pluralist politics aimed at the 
legitimization and toleration of excluded groups.  
In a recent podcast from the Charlie Kirk Show titled, Queer Theory and the Abolition of Normalcy with James Lindsay, 
Lindsay who is not a Christian, notes, If I was the great Deceiver with a capital “D” and I wanted to take over the world 
and culture I would do it through confusing people by attempting to re-define words that have meant something 
absolute and changing their definition. 
Now we know that the law is good, if one uses it lawfully, 9 understanding this, that the law is not laid down for the just but 
for the lawless and disobedient, for the ungodly and sinners, for the unholy and profane, for those who strike their fathers 
and mothers, for murderers, 10 the sexually immoral, men who practice homosexuality, enslavers, liars, perjurers, and 
whatever else is contrary to sound doctrine, 11 in accordance with the gospel of the glory of the blessed God with which I 
have been entrusted. (I Timothy 1:8-11) 
To this he called you through our gospel, so that you may obtain the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ. So then, brothers, stand 
firm and hold to the traditions that you were taught by us, either by our spoken word or by other letter. (II Thessalonians 
2:14-15) 

v Dangers for Christians to be aware of regarding the false teachings and philosophy of the agenda of cultural 
Marxism. Marxism attempts to deconstruct the traditional norms of Western culture and advocates a new 
culture with a new way of accepting life and behavior. 
 

1. Marxism rejects the natural kinship regarding the biological family –In a recent article from the LGBTQ Policy 
Journal by Drew Heckman entitled, Queer Kinship Could Heal the World, the author argues that “Queer people 
possess a unique social potential and position that could be leveraged to build empathy and knowledge 
bridges related to the array of challenges facing the contemporary world.”7 Queer people have a unique 
relationship to “kinship” (blood relationships) as they often possess at least one distinct identity from those of 
their immediate biological family members – such as they have often sought (or been forced to ) form non-
biological kinship. 

 
4	John Metzger – Understanding the Mystery of the Unity of God	
5	Merriam- Webster Dictionary	
6 Queer Theory and the Study of Religion Claudia Schippert * [cschippe 
mail.ucf.edu]https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.489.9755&rep=rep1&type=pdf 
7	Heckman, Drew – Queer Kinship Could Heal the World – page 2/33	



Example: Marvel Comic Universe – “Parallel universes have become the 
main facilitator in the MCU “diversity and “representation”, those two great 
artistic imperatives of the woke revolution.  

The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may 
have life, and have it to the full. (John 10:10) 

And when Moses had finished speaking all these words to all Israel, 46 he said to 
them, “Take to heart all the words by which I am warning you today, that you may command them to your children, that 
they may be careful to do all the words of this law. 47 For it is no empty word for you, but your very life, and by this word you 
shall live long in the land that you are going over the Jordan to possess.” (Deuteronomy 32: 45 – 47) 

2. Marxism rejects the idea of biblical adoption into the body of Christ as being the need for humanity’s 
“pressing challenges” – rather the identity that we all need to embrace is an identity not in God and NOT in 
man – but the queer man. This “new man” – new humanity and kinship of “identity” is not found in God and 
Jesus – but Queer theory and has nothing to do with reproduction that is tied to the Imago Dei. 

The article continues: “U.S. society at large seems to recognize, at least subconsciously, the transformative impact that 
fully liberated and politically conscious queer community could have. A world in which LGBTQ people are united by 
an ethic of “queer kinship” (identity – non-biological bloodline) is a world in which we could rise to the task of 
confronting the world’s most pressing challenges.”8 

But as many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become children of God, even to those who believe in His name 
(John 1:12) 

But when the fullness of the time came, God sent forth His Son, born of a woman, born under the Law, so that He might 
redeem those who were under the Law, that we might receive the adoption as sons. (Galatians 4:4-5) 

He predestined us to adoption as sons through Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the kind intention of His will (Ephesians 
1:5) 

and have put on the new self who is being renewed to a true knowledge according to the image of the One who created 
him— (Colossians 3:10) 

3. Marxism rejects not only God and normal humanity but also acceptance that there is no queer gene. Why is 
this? This is a scientific contradiction, in a culture that rejects the supernatural. Even bad science cannot come 
up with an explanation for Queerness.  

“Scientists cannot explain why homosexuality exists in any species – let alone why queerness – in all its wonderful 
varieties – flourishes in the human population. Attempts to find a queer gene have all been in vain. Yet here we are, 
and queer we are.”9 
Marx hated religion and quoted, “men, first of all, eat drink, and have shelter and clothing before they can pursue 
politics, science, art, religion and the like.”10  
Jesus notes the exact opposite – “Therefore do not worry, saying what shall we eat and what shall we drink or what shall 
we wear? But seek first the Kingdom of God and his righteousness. (Matthew 6:31-33). In 1884 Marx remarked in ‘A 
Criticism of the Hegelian Philosophy of Right” that “the first requisite of the happiness of the people is the abolition of 
religion.”11  

4. Marxism rejects the natural hierarchy of human societal function and desires to replace a minority of 3.4% 
manipulating the society with non-biblical truth.  

 
8	Ibid. 3/33	
9 Heckman, Drew – Queer Kinship Could Heal the World – page 2/33 
10 Is Marxism Compatible with the Christian Faith? 
11 Ibid 



“3.4% of the US population identifies as LGBTQ. Adding queerness to the calculation serves to further expand leaders’ 
social reach, extend the limits of their empathetic horizons, and empower them to build bridges and coalitions.” 12 
“Right now there are 3 times as many young people (18-29) identifying as LGBTQ then older folks (65+) – this indicates 
that the future will probably be even queerer than it is now.”13 
Let your roots grow down into him, and let your lives be built on him. Then your faith will grow strong in the truth you were 
taught, and you will overflow with thankfulness. Don’t let anyone capture you with empty philosophies and high-sounding 
nonsense that come from human thinking and from the spiritual powers of this world, rather than from Christ. Colossians 
2:7-8 
 
The wise will be put to shame; they will be dismayed and trapped. Since they have rejected the word of the LORD, what kind 
of wisdom do they have? (Jeremiah 8:9) 

5. Marxism attempts to pervert biblical reproduction 

Beginning to connect classic Marxism (political, economic and social) to Cultural Marxism, CRT and Queer Theory – 
Not only the removal and restructuring of the “old norm” of economic and social practices, such as capitalism and not 
only the deconstruction of cultural norms such as true diversity of gender – but now a direct attack on the biblical 
family and children and specifically God’s design for reproduction is being waged. Not only is there an attack on the 
family and gender regarding roles and an attempt to re-define marriage, but there is an attempt to reconstruct biblical 
reproduction in a way that rejects God’s Order of Creation and biblical reproduction – What is the big deal? Mankind 
and HOW and WHY we reproduce as a glorious representation of Imago dei is re-constructed to be man-centered and 
anti- God and His Word. 
In a recent article entitled - Polymorphous Reproductivity and the Critique of Futurity: Toward a Queer Legal Analytic 
for Fertility Law Jindal Global Law Review, Vol.4 2013 Issue.2/ Law, Culture and Queer Politics in Neoliberal Times Emory 
Legal Studies Research Paper No. 14-300 – author, “aims to develop a queer legal analytic through which we can engage 
the complexities of reproductive technology use by queer subjects. Queer theory rejects biblical marriage and biblical 
gender – YET embraces the desire to be relational and also “reproduce” children.  
“I am convinced that when Nietzsche came to Switzerland and went insane, it was not because of venereal disease, 
though he did have this disease. Rather, it was because he understood that insanity was the only philosophic answer if 
the infinite-personal God does not exist.” 
― Francis A. Schaeffer, How Should We Then Live? The Rise and Decline of Western Thought and Culture 
In several states in the USA and in some European countries, LGBTQ + parents began to shift from mostly co-
parenting children from previous heterosexual relationships, and/or multi-parent arrangements between individuals 
of various gender and sexuality identities, to forming intentionally LGBTQ + families on the model of the heterosexual 
nuclear family. 
Then the man said, “This at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; 
she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of Man. ”Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother and 
hold fast to his wife, and they shall become one flesh. 25 And the man and his wife were both naked and were not ashamed. 
(Genesis 2:23-25) 
The point is yes Jesus advocated a family that went beyond biology and ethnicity –  
But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far off have been brought near by the blood of Christ. 14 For he himself is our 
peace, who has made us both one and has broken down in his flesh the dividing wall of hostility 15 by abolishing the law of 
commandments expressed in ordinances, that he might create in himself one new man in place of the two, so making 
peace, 16 and might reconcile us both to God in one body through the cross, thereby killing the hostility. (Ephesians 2:13-16) 
When faithful followers of Christ are routinely dismissed as oddities, then Christian virtue is eliminated from any 
serious consideration in public life and order. This has two unfortunate results: it works against the well-being of 
society and erodes the confidence of those steadfastly devoted to the purposes of God… The truth of the matter is 
that the character of Christ lived out as the “good life” does transform our world, including ways that affect the public 
welfare.14 
The well-being of our neighbors and our loved ones is at issue, and love dictates that we speak the truth, as best we 
can, to as wide an audience as we can humbly access through various means to communicate our hope and the 
confidence in God.15 

 
12	Heckman, Drew – Queer Kinship Could Heal the World – page 9/33	
13	Ibid	
14 Dallas Willard, The Divine Conspiracy Continued, 72 
15 Ibid. 73 



“Most people catch their presuppositions from their family and surrounding society, the way that a child catches the 
measles. But people with understanding realize that their presuppositions should be *chosen* after a careful 
consideration of which worldview is true.” 
 
― Francis A. Schaeffer, How Should We Then Live? The Rise and Decline of Western Thought and Culture 
What are some ways this material might encourage you to continue to seek the Truth of God’s Word? 
In a group this size, it is probable that some of this material can be abrasive. If you are a Christian and the verses and 
material shared are problematic for your worldview, what are you going to do about it? 
What are some ways your family can have meaningful conversations about the importance of fighting for the truth of 
God’s Word? How is your family hearing, listening and obeying to God in your home and community? 
Why do we tend to be passive with our culture and the persuasion of a new norm?  
Parents – do not allow the excuse of false tolerance (ignorance) keep you from having deep and meaningful 
conversations with your children – if you don’t know the answer – ask! 
 
What does this information teach you about God? 
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ONWARD CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SUNDAY, October 23, 2022 
 
1. MOSHE & BATEL LOEWENTHAL, ONE MIDDLE EAST AGENCY NOVEMBER 15th 7:00PM— Join us for dinner as 
we cast our vision and raise support for One Middle East Agency and their work in Israel.  Seating is limited, so please 
text or email your reservations to Pastor Gary (317-513-0227 or gary@garystump.org).  
 
2. YOUTH GROUP SUNDAY NIGHT 6-8PM—Study is “Stranger Scriptures.” Come for food (yes, dinner is served), fun 
and fellowship.  We’ll be starting a new series Stranger Scriptures.   
 

Next Sunday Youth Group:  HAUNTED HALLWAY and TRUNK OR TREAT 7-9pm. 
 
3. PAL (“PARENTS OF ADDICTED LOVED ONES”) MEETING—This is for families of adult children dealing with 
substance addiction.  Every Tuesday night, 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. Free weekly meetings.   Dr. Nancy Smith, facilitator. For 
more information, contact nancy1108smith@gmail.com or 317-508-8149.   
 
4.  LADIES BIBLE STUDY—Wednesdays @ 9:30AM at Kathy Stump’s house (12928 Whitehaven Lane, Fishers).  
Studying the book of 1 Peter using Jen Wilkin’s guide. 
 
5. SERVERS NEEDED—Our new facility comes with needs for more workers to serve the Lord by serving one another.  
Areas of particular need: 

• Host Team—greet our members and guests with a smile and hospitality (see Kathleen Hodnett 
(khodnett1207@gmail.com) 

• Nursery—serve our youngest with loving care (see Kathy Stump 317-292-7632). 
• Worship Team—use your gifts and talents to serve the Lord (see Marc Aldarondo 

317-629-5326). 
 
6. ONWARD PRAYER RESPONSE CARD ONLINE—To make it easier for some, you can scan 
this QR code in order to complete your Prayer Response Card. 
 
7.  DONATE BIBLES in memory of or in honor of loved ones through the Gideons.  See the 
display on the table in the worship area. 
 


